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ABSTRACT
The Utah Division of Parks and Recreatio n
and Intergovernmental Communications
by
BrandE Faupell, Master of Science
Utah State University, 1976
Major Professor : Dr. Richard Schreyer
Department: Forestry and Outdoor Recreation
A study of i ntergovernmenta 1 communi cations bet1,een the Utah State
Division of Parks and Recreation and recreation-related agencies in the
State of Utah was designed to explore the extent and nature of their
role in decision-making within the Division.

The purpose of the study

was to determine what factors related to communication might help improve
the effectiveness of Division operations.
A questionnaire aimed specifically at discovering what types of
communication existed between the Utah Division of Parks and Recreation
and sampled respondents was administered to private, municipal, county,
and federal recreation personnel within Utah.

The respondent's level

of participat ion with the Division was measured and correlated with communication type to see i f there was any relationship.

The results 1vere

significant, indicating that the type of communication does influence a
person's degree of participation with the Division.
It was felt that several intervening variables affected the relationship between communication and participation.

These intervening

variables were amount of knowledge, location of the unit in the state,
type of agency, and amount of contact.
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The type of commun i cation was also co rrelated with the amo unt of
know l edge of Division responsib i lit i es and objec tives.

The results were

not si gnificant.
The amo unt of knowledge of Divi sio n object ives and responsibilities
was correlated with the degree of participation, under the ass umptio n
that greater degrees of participat ion caused greater knowledge of the
Division.

While a signifi ca nt relationship was found with respect to

one activ ity, goa l setting, the relationship was not in the direction
pred icted.
The geograp hical location of the given agency unit was analyzed with
the amount of contact with several re crea tion agencies, as well as with
the amount of knowledge of Division objectives and responsibilities .
The results were not significant.
The type of agency variable was correlated to the amou nt of knowledge , under the assumption that persons working for one type of age ncy
wou ld have more knowledge of the Division than persons employed by othe r
types of age ncies.

The results v1ere significant with f ederal and county

au thorities showing the greatest knowledge .
The final variable, amount of contact, v1a s correlated to the amount
of knowl edge of Di vision objectives and respons ibilities, though the
res ults were not significant.
Implications of the finding concerning the poss ibl e i mprovement of
Division effectiveness were not ed .
( 78 pages)

INTRODUCTION
Historically, governmental natural resource management agencies have
invited citizen participation in the decision-making process, but often
as a mere formality.

Few of these government agencies have tried to de -

termine what other profession a 1 and 1ay resource managers thought about
their common resources, about the agencies' common duties to the publi c,
or about the coordination of their act i vities.

The Utah Division of

Parks an d Recreation is an example of a resource-managing agency which
may benefit from collecting this external information just as ma ny Environmental Impact Statements are improved when modified by comments made
by the pub lic.
The Division i s attempting to define and outline more coherently its
goa l s in order to increase i ts effectiveness .

In an earlier study

(Vachowsk i, 1976) the Division's own personnel we re asked for input into
the Division.

Types of communication and attitudes existing within the

Division were the main subjects of th i s earlier study.

The main i mpet us

of this study is to gain input into goals by studying the types of participation and communication that exist between the Division and its
professiona l external publi cs, in order to help improve its effectiveness.
The purpose of this study is to examine the weaknesses or st rengths of
the Division as regards participation and communicatio n with its profes siona l pub li cs as per ceived by these publics.

While the previous study

was an intraorgan i zational exami nation of commun ication processes in a
recreat i on resource management bureaucracy, the present study focuses
on interorganizational communication processes.
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Communication is defined here as the type of communication which
ex ists between the Divis ion and the res pondent.

According to the respon-

dent the types of communication used in the study are:

Dne-way (no feed-

back from either party), and two -way (a f eedback chan nel i s present)
and/or direct (face-to-face communication).
The def inition of participation as used in this study co ncerns the
degree or amount of part i cipat ion in four Divi sion activities.

There are

five degrees of participation, ranging fran non-participation in Division
affairs to full participation , or partnersh ip.
There are two reasons for choosing the Utah Division of Parks and
Recreation for an analysis.

First, the Divisio n management has shown an

interest in discovering how agenci es outside the organization, ye t interdep endent with it, perceive the Divisio n in its role as the major state
agency in charge of recreation resource management .

Hopefully, this

evaluat i on would be helpful to Division managers by identifying th ose
outside agencies who may cause future conflict or prohib it achievement
of Division ro les.
A second reason for choosing the Division is because interactions
between the Division and its professional pub lics lends itself to systems
analysis (Evan, 1972).

Brown, et al. (1973) recommend systems analys is

as a study approach to problems in outdoor recreation research.

Using

the systems approach, one must co nsider the subsystems {subunits of an
organizat i on) , the system as a whole, and the suprasystem, wh ich Evan
{1972) has defined as the networks or interaction of an orga niz ation
with its environment .

This study concerns itse l f with how much these

other recreation supp li ers feel they are participating and communicating
with the Division.

The author i s attempting to investigate the kind of

3

communi cat ion that exists betwee n the Division of Parks and Recreation
and seve ral of its professional pub li cs -- federa l agencies, city and
county government, and private enterprise.

The amount of participation

th ese publics feel they have with the Division

~till

be quantified.

In

addit ion, the author is investigating whether participation or communication are influenced by the amount of contact with recreation personnel
and/or the amount of knowledge of the Division.

Other factors such as

geograph ical location are also felt to influence this relationship and
wi 11 be ex ami ned.
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Part ici pation
A great dea l of research has been done on citizen participation in
government agencies , mostly federal.

So far, no research has been un-

covered which deals with participation in an organization's processes
by other (outside) organizations.

However, for the purposes of this

paper , these other organizations are considered to be publics of the
Utah Division of Parks and Recreation and, therefore, have a role similar
to that of citizens in dealing with government agencies.

For that reason

most of the research reviewed in this paper conce rns citizen participation in organizations.
The movement by citizens to gain direct participation in planning
has gained momentum since the early 1950's (Hyman, 1969).

More recently,

citizen participation has eve n been required by federal agenc ies before
a plan can be inst ituted, such as exists in urban projects (Model Cities,
etc.) (Burke, 1968) .
Few studies have concerned themselves with the interaction between
pl anners and citizens (in this case, planners and professional publics).
According to Hyman (1969), this interaction is vital.

A large difference

between what planners and citizens think is important can be a major
problem in citizen participation (L. Davis, 1975).
know what the other wants and/o r has to offer.

Both s ides need to

This study is very much

conce rned with discovering exactly what each group or person wants,
and how he feels about certain issues (problems within the Division, his
role in recreation, and the role he perceives the Division to have).
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Definitio n.

Smith (1973) has defined participation as taking or

having a part of the decision -ma king process.

Arnstein (1969) goes

further, calling citizen participation a categorical term for citizen
power, that it is essentially a red istribution of power from the "have"
citize ns to those considered as "have-nots."
Need for effective partic ipation.
affairs of an organization?

Why have participation in the

The answers are fairly varied.

Fantini

(1969) believes that when publ ics have a part in an institution they are
mo re likely to pay attention to its performance.

As he says "responsi -

bility comes with the power of an effective vo ice."
p. 33 5).

(Fantini, 1969,

Part icipation, therefore, has a positive effect not only on the

pa rticipants but on the system or agency as well.

Hanes (1970) points out

that many studies show that more extens ive citizen participation in admin istrative proceedings will enhance the "public good" although it is not
exactly cl ear v1hat is the "public good."
Similar to Hanes' "public goo d" concept is Walker's (1969) idea of
the citizen ga inin g knowledge and understanding of the affa i rs in his
soc iety through participation in those affairs.

This knowled ge outcome

i s considered to be an important component of participation and will be
examined in this study.
Trecker (1946) states that:
1.

For an organization or pl an to be effect ive, those directly
involved should have a share in plann ing.

2.

To be effective, planning must have an adequate factual basis,
wh ich requires good communication with partic i pants in order
to determine the facts.
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It is true that there are differences between the technical capabilities of planners and their outside publics, although it is not always
a negative difference.

Also, as Walker (1969) points out, the use of

these "outside" participants is important to insure the viability of
representative government.

Often planners may feel that these outside

publics have little understanding of the complexity of their jobs and
the issues at hand.

According to Fantini (1969) these fears probably

have little factual basis, as participation should give people a respect
for the complexity of the problems with which they are working.
Before one initiates a participation program, it must be ascertained whether potential participants desire the opportunity for par ticipation.

Odiorne (1971) believes that we must first ascertain how

much people wish to become invol ved in decisions affecting them.

Maier

and Hoffman (1962) believe that this desire for participation is widespread and its presence should be assumed.
If an organization wishes to introduce change, it needs acceptance
by those affected by the change:

Although there are numerous ways to do

th is , the ones requiring the l eas t total amount of energy expenditures
are probably li mited or full public participation.

Patchen (1970) shows

a strong association between participating in a program and accepta nce
of introduced changes in that program.
Legislators often use knowledgeable laymen to keep them informed of
what professional civil servants may already know (Griffith, 1933).
Through participation, it is possible for professional civil servants to
use informed laymen (their interdependent publics) to help them stay
informed about other activities vlithin their sphere of influence (in
this case Utah), which requires open lines of communication (Holzner,

1968).

According to Hanes (1970) this is one of the most valid reasons

for participation.

Most i mporta ntly, the decisions in which the public is

involved are more likely to further the pub lic interest.
By confining decision making to agency admin istrators, the number of
policy alternatives is often limited.

Part i cipation by interested publi cs

often opens a wi de range of new alternatives (Gittell, 1969b).
When attempting to integrate participation into an agency , it shou ld
be kept in mi nd that participato ry or democratic leadership (encouraging
pub lics to part ici pate, making sure each item is carefully discussed,
etc.) is most effective in changing attitudes and inducing change (Shaw,
1971).
Types of participation.

There are many differe nt systems of classi-

fying participat i on, some more highly regarded than others.
The classical "participatory mode l" as put forth by Cole (1974)
stresses direct participation by each person (public) in the decisio nmaking process .

Often, however, this is simply not economica lly nor

physical ly feasible, · as an organization has so many individual publi cs.
Speaking of Cole's mode l , Pateman (1970) characterizes it as one where
maximum input (participation) is required and where output includes not
only policies (decisions), but the development of the social capabilities
of the participant.
A second model is known as the "contemporary mode l," which espouses
the passivity of most persons.

In this case, organizations usually take

the indi vidual' s place (Hanes, 1970).
Gittell (1969b) describes three kinds of part ici pation:
1.

Closed:

onl y the system's professionals participate.

2.

Limited:

a few special interest groups participate.
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3.

Ope n:

any group or indi vidua l may participate.

Another grouping of participation types has been suggested by
Ha nes ( 1970):
1.

Comp 1a in ts.

2.

Participation in program planning, without which, Hanes says,
it is often impossible to initiate programs.

3.

Public hearings.

4.

Referendums.

5.

Direct participation in rule making or adjudicatory proceedings.

The final classification of participation considered here, and the
one adopted for this study, is that described by Arnstein (1969) in what
she calls a "Ladder of Citizen Partici pa tion."

In this mode l, ea ch

rung corresponds to the extent of a participant's pov1er in determining
or influencing a plan or program (Fig . 1) .

The lowest rungs, Manipula-

tion an d Therapy, are substitutions for the genuine participation.

In-

forming and Co nsu ltation (rungs 3 and 4) allow "have-nots" to have a
voice although they lack any power to see that their views are used .
Placation allows the "have-nots" to go one s tep further, to advise the
p m~ers

deci de .

that be.

However, the powers still retain the ultimate right to

It is at rung 6 - Partnership - that true citizen power and

involvement have been realized.
tiate with power holders.

Partnership enab les citizens to nego-

In the cases of Delegated Power and Citizen

Contro l , the majority of the decision-making positions or often full
manageria l control , goes to these "have-nots."
Arnstein's "1 adder" was changed somewhat so that there were fewer,
more di s tinct, categories for respo nd en ts to choose from, and for ease
of analysis, having only five categories rather than eight (Fig. 2).
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8

Citizen Control- ]

7

De l egated Power_ -- Degrees of citizen power

6

Partners hi p

5

Pl acation

4

Consultat i on

3

Informing

2

Therapy
t·1ani pul ati on

_] - - ' ' ' ' ' ' ' of tokeoi••

~ ]- -

Non-participation

Source: "A Ladder of Citizen Participation," Sherry R. Arnstein,
Journal of the American Institute of Planners, val. 35, No. 4, July 1969.
Figure l.

Ladder of citizen participati on

4

Partnership/Delegated Power]-Degrees of power
Placation

3

Consultation

2

Informing

5

Non - participa ti on
Figure 2.

]-- Degrees of tokenism
Non-participation

Revised ladder of citizen participation
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According to Arnstein (1969), informin9 ca n be a first ste p toward
legit i mate participation, although it usually ends up as a one-way flow
of information.

Although Consultation is an important technique in

involving publics , it tends to degenerate into attitude surveys, public
heari ngs , etc. where participation is measured by magnitude rather than
quality of input.
Problems in participation .

Because citizen participation, espe-

cially in nat ural resource planning , is so new, individuals in the system
{planners and citizens) ca n ma ke decisions without too much reference to
traditi onal decision-making rules.

But participation is not that simple.

For examp le, both St enberg (1970) and Royer (1975) point out that
criteria for judging "goo d" or "bad" participation are presently nonexistent.

The author proposes to use type of communication and amou nt

of contact as rough indicators of participation effectiveness, though
the two are obviously not the same .
Burke (1968) has pinpointed a similar problem in a lack of preciseness in planning agencies:

what is meant by citizen part icipation,

how it will be imple me nted, what agency resources will be used, and how
much voice will the participants be allowed.

At present, a lackadaisical

ap proach tends to dominate.
Citi ze n participation is a part of our democratic heritage and has
played an important part in our past decision-making processes.

But,

today, there are so many more citizens, so many planning agencies, and
the issues involved are so complex and varied that it is impossible to
have total citizen participation.

Therefore, size and numbers of

publics have become drawbacks to participation.
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Burke (1968) also sees other deterrents to participation, namely:
l.

A reluctance on the part of professio nals to admit nonprofessionals.

2.

The demand for both participatory democracy and expertise:
some decisions are technically outside the realm of public
participation.

3.

The commitment of planners to their agency and its goals
and objectives, which do not necessarily coincide with the
public's goals and objectives.

L. Davis (1975) also sees problems.
l.

He defines these as:

A difference between what l and managers and the public think
is important.

2.

No common l anguage for discussion.

Managers speak in

terms of inputs while the public speaks of "social outputs."
Delay, according to Hanes (1970), is only one problem an agency
may have when attempting to integrate participation into its system.

It

may also be deterred from its primary respons ibilities to the public(s)
that it is attempting to integrate into the decision fr amework.

However,

this mos t often occurs when the system i s bombarded by requ es ts from
large numbers of unorganized individuals, and not whe n an organized
group is involved .
As far as ulti mate authority, there is disagreement.

Hanes (1970)

and K. Davis (1972) both feel that ulti mate responsibility should lie
with the agency ' s administrators and managers.

However, Gittell (l969a,

p. 366) notes that "participation without power is a ritual."
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Needless to say, no matte r who ma kes the final decision, neither
group must be able to take capricious, arbitrary action with total disregard for the needs and desires of the other group {H anes, 1970).
Communication
A major premise of this study is that effective citizen participa tion in recreation resource agency decision making is contingent upon
effective channels of communication.

If little or no communication ex-

ists, then improved participation must depend upon the opening of lines
of communication.
Definition.

Katz and Kahn (1966) have defined communication as the

exchange of information and the transmission of meaning.
communication is the very essence of an organization.

They argue that

vlithout this ex -

change of information, the organization ceases to function effective l y.
This applies also to interorganization exchanges.

Effective communica-

tion includes the transmission of a message, its reception and co mpre hension, and finally its acceptance or rejection.

This study seeks to

show what kind of communication presently exists between these various
organizations and, if it is not effective, how it might be changed and
improved.
Types of communication.

The need for such effective communication

becomes apparent when role expectations and ambiguity are studied.

K.

Dav i s {1972) believes that when role expectations are essentia ll y unknown
due tD_EQor communication

[emphasis added], it becomes more difficult

to predict how a person (or an organization) will act in a give n situation.

Understanding how an organization will act and react is vita l in

order to be able to anticipate changes and to channel them in a "positive" way.
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There are several types of communication.

For the most part, "two-

way" is mos t important as well as usually bei ng considered the "best"
type.

Trecke r (1946, p.BO) recognizes its importance when he asks "to

what exte nt have we established ... a two-way flow of ideas, opinions .. . ?"
Smith (1973) al so comprehends that there must first be two-way communication be fore al l else in order that peop l e be informed of what i s happening around them.
Since effective two-way flow of informat ion implies feedback from
one or both parties, one can see how commu nication efficiency decreases
without these feedback channels (Odiorne, 197 1).
Another type of communication is known as "one-way. "

Its basic

assumption is that transmitted messages are be in g received, althoug h
there is no reaso n to believe this assumptio n (Smith , 1973).

One -way

communication can be intraorganizat i ona l and hierarchical (downward and
upward) or it can be interorganizational and vertical (one-way).
study is concerned with the l atter.

Thi s

Smith (1973) describes one-1vay com-

municat ion as be in g suspect by recipients, possibly serving as a perception roadblock to effective communicat i on.
There are, however, some advantages of practicing one -way communica tion.

Accordi ng to Mockler (1973), this is the fastest and most acc urate

type of the commun i cat ion processes.

For routine dec i sio ns and those not

ca llin g for outside participation, one-way commun ic ation is effective.
Participation is li mited and i s, therefore, the least satisfy i ng to
receivers.
Subtypes of communication are al so present in any interorganizational
processes.

According to L. Davis (1975), one of these is the Direct type,

wh i ch includes face-to-face communicatio n, meetings, letters with invita-
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tions for comme nts, and newspa per announceme nts wi th invi tations to pa rticipate.

Although this type is often se en in conjunction with the

Indirect type, defined as working through intermediaries s uch as the
cou rts, the me dia, or other agencies (L. Dav is, 1975), in situations
1vhere participation is appropriate or required, or where two-way communication is desired, direct communication i s the more effective of the
two me thods (K. Dav i s, 1972).
It is often difficu l t to decide when a message has been received as
se nt , o r if it was effective .

Stamm and Rowes (1972, p. 51) have said

that "e xpos ure reflects o nl y potential commu ni cat ion ... it does not
i nd icate

~1hat

information has been exchange d . .. . "

Al so , Hyman and

Sheats ley (1974} believe that just incre as ing the flow of informatio n
will not necessarily produce any desired changes .

A good way to meas ure

a lack of communication i s to discover how low the awareness level
[know l edge ] of recipients i s (Stamm and Bowes , 1972}; however, they
a l so realize that a high l eve l of awareness is a "weak cr i teri on for
e ffective commu ni catio n ." (p. 49).

In order to show some degree of

effect i veness, this st udy will relate knmv l edge of Divisio n object i ves
and responsib ili ties to th e type of communicatio n it is fe l t exists.
Often, increased communication does not eliminate problems, but may
reveal new ones (Kat z and Kahn, 1966), or bring others o ut into the ope n
(K. Dav i s, 1972 } .

But as Dav i s (1972, p . 71) says "that i s where any

smart management wa nts them."
Need for effect i ve communication.
has is a "communication gap"
pub l ics.

bet~1een

One problem an organ i zat i on ofte n

itse lf and it s inter nal and external

Smith ( 1973) has said that a "commu nicatio n gap" not only oc -

curs but i s wide ned beca use communication has traditiona l ly been seen as
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a downward process.

The problem can be alleviated or eliminated by the

use of effective, two-way communication techniques.
Also, all social agencies (or any organization, for that matter) are
interdependent (Trecker, 1946).

Given that these agencies are inter-

related, effective communicatio n between them is vital simp ly to avoid
working at cross purposes or to avo id duplication of effort (Holzner,
1968).

A third reason for effective communication is for support for the
organization.

Katz and Kahn (1966) believe that the information a

public has received about an organization 's goals, activities, and
accomplishments affects the amount of support an organization can expect
to receive from a public.
Thus it is seen that effective two-way communication, in most
cases, is not only important, but vital.

The amount of two-way communi-

cation between the Division of Parks and Recreation and other organizations will be examined by this study.
Summary
Neither increased communication nor participation is the total
answer to increasing organization effectiveness, although both are seen
as contributory along with severa l other factors; but evidence suggests
that effective two-1vay communication, and as full participation as is
possible, appear to lead to increased attitude satisfaction and change
acceptance by all parties involved.

Simply by knowing that there are

effective communication lines and participation possibilities serves to
vent frustrations on the part of the outside agencies.

Al l of this can

be very helpful to the Division in order to minimize their problems with
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these outs ide age ncies and yet al l ow as much participat ion as i s possib l e
in order to maxim ize alternatives and resou rc es in formulating its goa l s
and objectives.
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STUDY OBJECTIVES
The importance of coordinating Division goals with those of other
agencies and of minimizing interorgan izational conflicts, due to Division
goa l selection without input from professional publics, was one of the
mai n reasons for designing this study .

In order to achieve effective

coordinatio n of goals as well as effective sharing of goals if appropriate, these professional publics need to have participation with the
Division.

It was decided to find out if these publics felt they had

participation with the Division and, if so, the amount they felt they
participated.
The ultimate outcome sought is effective participation.
is not measured, two factors are felt to bear on it directly:

Whi le this
1)

per-

ceived degree of participation; and 2) knowledge of Division objectives
and responsibi l ities.

These will represent movement toward effective

participation in the study.
It is felt that knowledge of Division objectives and responsibilities is a very important variable.

If, in fact, effective participation

is to be achieved, those participating must know something about Division goals and policies in order that s uggestions made are within the
realm of reality.

The degree of participation is defined as the type

of participation a respondent has in an organization's affairs (Figs.
an d 2).

In Figure 2 there are five degrees of participation, ranging

from Nonpart icipation to Partnership/Delegated Power.
as a higher degree of partic ipation than the former.

The latter is seen
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Certain factors are felt to influence the degree of participation in
Division activities by respondents .

One of these is the type of communi-

cation process involved.
True participation i n any amount is not possible without effective
communication between groups.

The influence which communication as an

independent variable has on participation is that increased two-way and
direct commun ication should lead to increased participation; conversely
one -way communication should hinder the process.
There were seven hypotheses made in the study.
be 1ow.

These are listed

A mode 1 of the hypotheses a.nd the expected interactions between

them is shown in Figure 3.
Hypothesis 1.

The degree of participation with the Division (non-

participation, informing, cons ultation, placation, and partnership/
delegated power) wi ll be influenced by the type of communication with
the Division (two- way and/or direct, or one-way [down or up]).

Two-way

and direct communicat i on wi 11 be associ a ted with the greatest degree of
participat ion.
Knowledge of Division objectives and responsibilities is ano ther
variab l e whi ch i nf l uences the situation of achieving effective sharing
through participation.

Greater knowledge implies that communicatio n

related to goals will be more real i stic, thus more likely to be effective.

From the start, it was felt that the amount of knowledge a perso n

had about the Division was related to the type of communi catio n with the
Division .

In other words, those people

1~ith

more one-way communicat i on

and/or less participation with the Divis i on were lik ely to be less
knowledgeab l e of Divis i on objectives and responsibi lities.

I Location I

I

H4

Contact

I

H7

H5

H6

-7

/ -7

Effective
Participation
(ummeasured)

/
/
/
/

Degree of
Participation
Figure 3.

Model of hypotheses .

/

/

Double lines indicate those hypotheses upheld by statistical methods.

"'
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Hypothesis 2.

Ty pe of comm unication with the Division influe nces

the amount of knowledge a person has about the Division's objectives and
responsibilities.
Further, greater degrees of participation are likely to increase the
awareness of participants of the system in which they are involved.

Thus,

it is expected that those with more participatory opportu nities will also
be more knowl edgeable of the Division's roles and objectives.
Hypothesis 3.

The greater the degree of participation with the

Division, the greater the comprehension of the Division's objectives and
responsibilities .
Knowledge of the Division itself was felt to be influenced not only
by participation and communication but by the location of the respondent
in the state (persons in areas of the state where there are few Division
resources are less likely to have much participation or communication
with the Division, and may therefore be less knowledgeable of the
Division).
Location, it is felt, also influences the amount of contact a person has with various recreation agencies in add ition to the Division
(perso ns in areas with fewer recreation resources are less likely to
have much contact with many recreation age ncies, and are thus less
familiar with recreation suppliers, especially the Division).
Hypothes is 4.

The location of a respondent's home office within

the state will influence the amou nt of contact he has with recreation
agenc ies (persons in areas with many recreation resources are more often
in contact with more recreation agencies than people in areas with few
or no recreation resources).

See Appendix B for a map showing the number

of Division-managed areas in each multi-county planning district.
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Hy po thesis 5.

The location of a respondent's home office within the

state will influence the amount of information he has about the Division's
objectives and responsibilities.

Those in areas with fewer recreation

resources will have less knowledge than those in areas with many recrea tion resources.
The type of agency (federa l, private, city, and county) a person
works for may also influence the percept i on a person has about the
Division .

It is felt that persons working for a federal or private

agency are more knowledgeable than other groups because they may tend
to be more often in contact with the Division.
~t hesis

6.

The type of agency (federal, private, city, an d

county) a person works for wil l influence the impress ion he has about
the Division.

The most well informed will be those people working for

a federa l agency or private enterprise, as opposed to city or county
agencies.
The more contact a person has with many recreation agenc i es within
Utah, the more knowledgeable he shou ld be of the Division as the pri mary
recreation supp lier in Utah.

Contact is the number of times a respondent

meets with these various recreation agencies.
Hypothesis 7.

The more a person is in contact with many recreation

agencies in the state, the more he will know about the Division, the
major supp lier of recreation in the state.
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METHODOLOGY
This thesis is aimed toward an al yz i ng recreation-oriented agencies
or in dividuals operat ing within Utah.

No one group has been seen as

being more important or influential than any other group, although one
gro up may have mo re members than another.

Th ese other agenc i es/individ-

ua l s represe nt a population of, for t he mos t pa rt , personnel with some
experience in recreation, and therefore should be a good source of new
ideas and suggest ions which could be of value to Division managers and
planners as they consider plans which often affect these very people.
Samp lin g approac h
The in s trument used to measure knowledge, commu nication, participation, contact and geographical location was a questionnaire administered
to 173 recreation professionals outside the Div i sion .

This number was

broken down into the following categories:
1.

56 fed era l personnel, represent ing all identifiable outdoor
recreation res ource -related units in the state.

They in-

clu ded Forest Supervisors and Di st rict Rangers (Forest
Serv ice) , Park Superintendents (Na tional Park Service),
District Manag ers (Bureau of Land Management), Area
Managers (Fish and Wildlife Serv i ce), and one representative from both the Corps of Enginee rs and t he United
States Coast Guard.
2.

43 private enterprises or individuals who use Divisionmanaged resources or who were otherwise related to the
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Division.

These included concessionaires from state recrea-

tion areas, campground owners, recreation consultants, ski
area operators and river-running outfits (a representative
sample of those operating within Utah).
3.

45 city perso nnel, which in this sample meant mayors from
all of Utah's larger cities and towns, as we ll as some of
the smaller towns near Division recreation areas (see
Appendix C for a list of the towns and cities chosen).
Also included in this sample were three Utah Indian Tribes
(Goshute, Navajo, Ute), and the Bear Lake Regional Council
at Fish Haven, Idaho.

Selection of cities was directed by

the Division ' s Environmental Systems manage r, Stan Elmer.
4.

29 county personnel, or the county commissioner in charge
of recreation in each county.

A cover letter was sent with each questionnaire, explaining what
the project was about, how the results would be used, how the results
would be tabulated, and finally, asking cooperation in comp leting the
questionnaire.

Appendix A shows a copy of both the questionnaire and

the cover letter.

The questionnaires were ma iled out in March, 1976.

One month later a second questionnaire and a revised cover le tter were
sent to nonrespondents.

May 26, 1976, was the cut-off date as return

rate was approaching zero.

Table 1 shows the rate of return for the

questionnaire by the categories of publics.
Data manipulation
Items in the questionnaire were grouped together to reflect:

con-

tact with the Division and other recreation-related agencies; knowledge
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Table l.

Return r ate for questionnaire

Category
of public

Nu mber
sent

Number
returned

Perce nt
return

Federa l

56

51

91

Private

43

22

51

City (Local Govt.)

45

24

53

County (County Govt.)

29

16

55

173

11 3

65

TOTAL
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of Division object ives and responsib i lities; part icipation in Division
processes ; and type of communicat i on th e perso n feels he has with the
Division.

The questionnaire in Appendix A s hows each of these variables

and how they are grouped .
The section measuring amount of contact (question 3) with recreation
agencies utilized a Li ke rt-typ e sca le, ranging in intervals from Very
Often to Never .

The section measur ing amount of knowledge (ques tion 5)

of Division objectives and responsib ilities was to be answered simply on
a yes - no - don't know basis, and the la st two sections were to be checked
for the amount of participation or type of communicat ion it was fe l t
existe d, with a check mea ning that amount or type existed, and a bl ank
meaning that the type person felt he did not have that degree of participation or type of communication with the Division.
By referring to Appendix A on the section entitl ed Amount of Contact, it can be seen that 10 agencies, or types of agencies, have been
listed, with four possible choices ranging from Very Often (in contact)
to Never, where Very Often is given a sco re of three and so on down to
zero poi nts for Never.

By adding the total number of points, a contact

sco re was given (most possible= 30 points).

However, the 30-poi nt con-

tact sca le was averaged to take care of missing values.

The actual

range , therefore, was one to three, found by dividing the contact sco re
by 10, the number of age nci es.
A knowledge score for each re spo ndent was ta lli ed in a similar way.
Ten items re l ating to potential appropriate activities for the Division
were developed.

Correct answers, according to information from the

Divis i on's Environmental Systems Manager, Stan Elmer, are marked on the
questionnaire in Append i x A.

For each correct answer marked , one point
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was give n.

A zero was given for an incorrect answer or a "don't know . "

The mos t possible points were 10.

Again, the scores were averaged,

dividing the actual score by 10, the number of items in the question.
The actual range, therefore, was from zero to one .
A score for degree of participation for each perso n was also determ ined.

Here it was felt that the l ast two types

Placation and

Partnership/Delegated Power -- were more beneficial to all parties concerned and therefore were "better" than the other types .

A value of one

was given to Nonparticipatio n, while a value of five was given to Partnership/Delegated Power.

Scores of two, three, and four were gi ven to inter-

mediary types.
The scores were then added for each activity (goa ls, budgets, development plans, and operating programs).
more participation existed.

The hi gher the score, the

Scores from each activity were examined,

ranging in value from one to five.

The highest score (five) would indi-

cate that the respondent had as much participation as possib l e with the
Division.

However, since Pl ac ation (four points) was also considered

to be high-order participation, a score of four in each activity was
also considered "high."

Both of the one-way choices were scored as one

for having been checked, and zero if not.

For the "none" cho ice, a zero

was scored either way .
In order to organize agencies into var iou s l ocations, mu lti-county
planning districts were used.

Location of the agency or enterprise home

office determined in which district it was tallied (see Appendix B for
a map of the e i ght multi-county planning districts, each marked with
Division-managed resources).

Multi-county planning districts were used

as t hey are eas il y identifiable governmental management units.
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Statistical manipulation
Several different tests were used in this study, depending on what
type of question was being analyzed.

Four basic tests were used, which

were Analysis of Variance (ANOVA), Chi-square, t-test, and Pearson correlation.

An explanation of each of ·these and how they were used to

eva lu ate data follows.

Data analyses were accomplished by using the

Statistica l Package for Social Sciences (SPSS), a computer program de scribed by Nie et al. (1975).
Analysis of variance (ANOVA).

One-way ANOVA tests whether the

means of subsamples into which the subject data are broken are significantly different from each other.

For testing, a computed F ratio is

compared to the known sampling distribution of the F ratio.

If the

computed F is larger than the value reported in the F table, the null
hypothesis that the means are equal can be rejected.

If the computed

is smaller, the null hypothesis cannot be rejected (Nie et al., 1975).
The ANOVA technique was chosen to analyze:

the degree of participation

and the amount of knowledge a person has about the Division's objectives
and responsibilities; the location of the respondent's home office and
the amount of contact he has with various recreation agencies; the
location of the respondent and the amount of knowledge he has about the
objectives and responsibilities of the Division and the type of age ncy
of the respondent (federal, private, city, county) and the amount of
knowledge he has of Division objectives and responsibilities.
In order to determine the relationship between knowledge about the
Division and degree of participation, an individual's scores on the
knowledge section were tallied to reflect a number between 0 and 10,
with 10 being the most knowledgeable and vice versa.

An ANOVA was run
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to determin e any differences between the knowledge score and the degree
of participatio n.

Th e rel ations hip between location and amount of con -

tact was also determined by ANOVA, after a contact score had been tallied .
After a knowledge score was tallied, it was also compared to theresponden t's lo ca tion using ANOVA, to determine any relationships.

The

fina l ANOVA was run on the vari ab les of agency type compared to knowledge sco res, in order to examine any relationships .

The significance

in al l tests was .05.
Chi-square.

Chi-square is a test of sta tistical significance used

to determ ine whether a sys tematic relationship exists between two variab l es meas ured at least on the nominal level.

The obtained chi-square

value is compared to a value given in the ch i-s quare table.

If the

obta ined value is small er tha n the given value, the hypothesis that the
two variab l es are independent i s acc epted, and vice versa if the obtained va lue is larger than the given value of chi-s quare .
The chi - square test was chosen to ana lyze the relationships between participation and communication.

The significance l evel chosen on

the chi-square t es t was .05.
Gamma.

The Gamma test was chose n to test the same variables as the

chi-square t es t .

This was to provide additional measurements which

would perhaps further describe those relationships found by chi-square .
The Gamma analysis provides one number which shows the relationship
between the var iables.

This coefficien t gives an indi cation of t he

strength of agreement between the ranking order of the two variables
(Nie et al . , 1975).

It describes the degree to which the values of one

variab le predict or vary with those of another, which therefore supports
the chi -square test to determine whether or not the variables are independent.
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Pearson correlation.

Pearson product- mome nt correlation provides

a sing l e number to summari ze the relationship between two variables (Nie
et al., 1975).

This number, the correlation coefficient, is an indica-

t i on of the degree to which variation in one variable i s related to var i ation in another va riable .
The symbo l "r", in dicative of the Pearson product-moment correlat ion
coefficient, meas ures the goodness of fit of a linear regression line.
If the value of r is close to zero, we can assume littl e or no li nea r
relationship exists between the two variables.

The va lue R2 mea sures

the proportion of variance in one variable "explained" by the other (Nie
et al., 1975).
The Pearson Correlation test was chosen to measure the relationsh i ps
between the amount of contact and the amount of knowledge the perso n
had about the Division.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section reviews in detail each hypothesis, and the data which
support or reject those hypotheses.
Hypothesis 1.

The type of communication (two-way , one-way, and

di rect, between the respondent and the Division will influence the degree or participation (none, informing, consultation, placation, and
partnership/delegated power) with the Division .

More two-way and direct

communication will be associated with higher degrees of participation.
To test this hypothesis, the data were broken down two ways:

by

activity type (participation in goals, budgets, development plans, and
operating programs); and by type of communication (one-way, two-way or
direct, two-way and direct).

For each activity type, a Chi-square test

was used .
In each case, the null hypothesis was that no relationship existed
between the two variables under consideration.
Table 2 shows the number of people in each degree of participation
by activity type for all respondents .

On an overall basis, Table 2

shows that only 12 percent of the respondents felt they had a high degree of power (level 4 or 5) for all activities combined, whereas
slightly over half of the respondents said they did not participate at
all in Division affairs.

This should indicate to Division personnel

that there may be too much low level - or nonparticipation between themselves and these publics for the publics to be able to give effective
suggestions or even to feel a part of the system.
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Table 2.

Number participat ing in each activity (goals, budgets, developme nt plans, operat in g programs) by degrees of participationa

Degree of participationb

Activity

l

ffi

2

ill

l

(%)

i

ffi

5

ffi

Goa ls

42

(38)

26

(23)

22

(20)

8

(7)

12

(10)

Budgets

88

(81)

11

( 10)

6

(5)

2

(2)

3

(3)

Development
plans

45

(40)

29

(26)

23

(20)

6

(5)

7

(6)

Operat ing
prog rams

55

(50)

19

(17)

20

(18)

6

(5)

10

(9)

TOTAL
Percent of
total

230
52%

85

71

19%

16%

aAll agenc i es together
bscales:
l. Nonparticipation
2. Infonni ng
3. Consultation
4. Placation
5. Partnership/Delegated power

22
5%

32
7%
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Table 2 shows great differences in degrees of participation for
each activity.

For instance, on ly 38 percent of respondents felt they

had nonparticipation in goals, whereas 81 percent felt they had nonparticipation in budgets.

This may be due to the fact that the Division

is seeking effect ive input into goa l s, but that they still feel that
budget in g comes primarily under their jurisdiction and shou ld not be
open for comment or control by any other outside agencies.

A more median

figure was obtained for both development plans and operating programs
(40 and 50 perce nt checked nonparticipation, respectively).

Perhaps this

is due to the fact that Division management is unwilling to give up con trol in these areas, alth ough by seek ing input into goals they will in
time probably have to give up more contro l .
Table 3 shows the type of communication each agency group felt they
had.

Here, each group's percentages for the three types of communica-

tion are shown, as well as the total percentages for each type of communication .

In each case, except the Federal group, one-way and direct

or two-way types have the highest percentages.

The Federal group had

96 percent indicating direct and/or two-way types.
of a high level of communication.

This i s indicative

No ne of the Cou nty personnel checked

the direct and two-way types, althou gh they had 62 percent checking the
one-way type, which is indicative of a very low level of communication .
The Private group rates second lowest wi th 75 percent checking the oneway type.

City personnel rate between the Private and Federal groups,

with only 52 percent checki ng the one-way cho ice.
The implication of this is that some groups do not have much direct
and two-way communication, but if they feel it is less than desirable, it
can be changed.
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Table 3.

Number of respondents indicating each type of communi cation,
by agency type

Type of comn unication

Age ncy

One-waya

Federal

Direct or
two-way b

(%)

(3)

23

(74)

(%)

Direct and
two-way

7

(%)
(22)

Priva te

9

(75)

2

(6)

City

9

(52 )

6

(3 5)

2

( 11)

County

10

(62)

6

( 37)

0

(0)

TOTAL

29

37

10

Percent of
total

38%

48%

13%

(B)

alncluded both one-way down and up.
bA dis tinction was made between 'direct or two-way' and 'direct and
t1~0-~1ay ' as th e latter was see n as 'better' than the forme r .
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The two groups with the highest percentage checking "one-way" were
the Private and County personnel (75 and 62 percent, respectively).

It

is suggested that the reason for this is that Private and County agencies
have little reason to correspond with the Division, as they may have
little to do with one another (except for private concessionaires at
State areas).
Because the type of communication was found to be associated with
the degree of participation (discussed later), it becomes very important
that all groups have, or at l east feel they have, more communication
with the Division than just the one-way type.

More two-way and/or di-

rect communication can increase participation, which is a start toward
increasing Division effectiveness.
The chi-square analysis for Hypothesis 1 is shown in Tables 4a-d.
The four tables describe the results for the four different activities
(goals, budgets, development plans, operati ng programs) .

In every case,

the null hypothesis was rejected, meaning the type of communication did
affect the degree of participation.
By figuring percentages for the two highest levels for each activity,
it can be seen in all cases that the two-way and direct types together
are associated with more than twice the participation at these two
higher levels than does either one-way, or the direct or two-way separately.

As stated before, increased participation is a start toward

increasing Division effectiveness; therefore, in order to increase participation toward these higher levels, it becomes necessary to have more
two -way and direct communication.

Division manageme nt should strive

toward this goal if indeed increased effectiveness is a desired end.
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Table 4a.

Chi-square analysis for degree of participation compared
with type of communication, for goalsa

Type of communication

Degree of parti ci pat ion

.!.

2

3

4

5

One-way
Direct or two-way
Direct and two-way

16
6
1

7
9
4

3
15
1

5
5
0

0
6
4

31
41
10

TOTAL

23

20

19

10

10

82

Degrees of freedom = 8
Conclusion: reject H0

Total

Chi -square = 29.58*

*Significant at .05 level.
aAll agencies together.
bscales:
1. Nonparticipation
2. Informing
3. Consultation
4. Placation
5. Partnership/delegated power

Table 4b .

Chi-square analysis for degree of participation compared
with type of communication, for budgetsa

Type of communication

Degree of participation
2

3

4

5b

0
5
0

0
2
0

2
0
3

33
41
10

5

2

5

84

One-way
Direct or two-way
Direct and two-way

29
26
7

2
8
0

TOTAL

62

10

Degrees of freedom = 8
Conclusion: reject H0
*Significant at .05 level.
aAll agencies together.
bscales: See Table 4a.

Chi - square= 24 . 27*

Total
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Table 4c.

Chi-square analysis for degree of participation compared
with type of communication, for development plansa
Degree of participation

Type of commun ication
2

l

4

5b

7

l
2
4

31
41
10

7

82

One-way
Direct or two-way
Direct and two-way

15
9
3

6
15
l

ll

2

2
4
0

TOTAL

38

22

20

6

Degrees of freedom ; 8
Conclusion: reject H0

Total

Chi - square; 22.60*

*Significant at .05 level.
aA ll agencies together.
bscales: See Table 4a.

Table 4d.

Chi-square analysis for degree of participation compared with
type of communication, for operating programsa

Type of commu nication

Degree of participation
2

3

4

5b

Total

2
3
l

3
4
4

31
41
10

6

ll

82

One-way
Direct or two-way
Direct and two-way

19

5

ll
2

ll

l

2
12
2

TOTAL

32

17

16

Degrees of freedom ; 8
Conclusion: reject H0
*Significant at .05 level.
aAll agencies together.
bscales: See Table 4a.

Chi-square ; 19. 4*
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Hypothesis 2.

The type of communicat ion with the Division influ-

ences the amount of knowledge a person has about the Division .
In testing this hypothesis, the knowledge score was converted to an
ave rage know ledge score, for persons in each cl ass of communication, and
was then compared to three types of communication:

one-way (down and up),

two-way or direct, and two-way and direct (the l atter is considered as a
higher level of communication than the first two and is, therefore,
listed as a separate type).

An ANOVA was run to test the two variables,

analyzing each agency separate ly.

In no case were the data significa nt ;

the type of communicatio n does not have a significant effec t on the
average amount of knowledge of Division affairs, for any group.
Sa-d show the results of the ANOVA tests.

Tables

Alth ough the data were not

s i gnificant, by examini ng the means of each type of communication for
all groups, it can be seen that the one-way means are often as hi gh or
high er than the other two means (except for the Private group, where the
one-way communi ca tion mean is extremely low).

Thus it can be seen th at

the results are al most the inverse of what was expected .

For instance,

for the Federal group the mea n for the one-way, and direct and two-way
types were equal (.63).

For city personnel, the means for these same

two types were al most equal, while the direct or two-way type was ac tually quite a bit lower than the one-way type (a difference of . 15).
And for the County group , no one even checked the direct and two-way
type, l eaving a mean of .64 for the one-way type, and a smaller mea n of
.56 for the direct or two-way type of communicati on.
Table 6 shows the abso lute frequency and the adjusted f requency of
the know l edge scores for each group.

At the bottom of the table note

the percentages of each group in the "high,'' "medium," and "low" know l-
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Table 5a.

Relationship between the type of communication and the
average amou nt of knowledge a person has of Division
objectives and respons i bi l ities , for Federal personnel
-b

Type of commun i ca tion a

n

One-way

7 .63

.20

23.70

.14

Direct or two -way

7

direct and two-way

X

. 63

F

d. f.

1.5

2,33

Conclusion

FailtorejectH
0
a = .05

. 26

aln all cases , if responden ts answered 'none' or 'other' their data were
not used in this anal ysis.
bMea n score, out of 1.00 total.
cstandard dev iation of scores.

Tab l e 5b.

Relationsh ip between the type of communication and the
average amount of knowledge a person has of Division
objectives and responsibilities, for Private personnel

Type of communication

n

x

One-way

6

.3 7

.30

Direct or two-way

5

. 67

. 14

.60

***

Direct and two-way

F

d.f .

1.0

2,9

Co nclu sion

Fail to reject Ho
a = .05
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Tab le 5c.

Relationship between the type of communicat ion and the
average amount of knowledge a person has of Division
objectives and responsibilities, for City personnel

Type of communication

n

x

One-way

9

. 55

. 31

Direct or two-way

5

. 30

. 20

Direct and two-way

2

.60

. 10

Table 5d.

F

d. f.

Conclusion

l. 66

2,13

Fail to re ject H0
a = .05

Relationship between the type of communicatio n and the
average amount of knowledge a person has of Division
objectives and respons ib ilities, for County personnel

Type of communication

n

x

s

One-way

5

.64

. 14

Direct or two-way

6

. 56

.30

Direct and two-way

0

.00

F

d. f.

. 11

2,8

Conc lusion

Fail to reject Ho
a = .05

Table 6.

Know l edge of Division object ives and responsibilities

Federa l

Private

Value

Ab.
freq .

Ad. freq.
(%)

Value

0
l
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

l
0
l
2
l
3
15
12
15
l
0

2.0
0.0
2. 0
3.9
2.0
5.9
29 . 4
23.5
29.4
2.0
0.0

0
l
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

-

--

51

100.0

High - 31.4%
Med . - 58.8%
Low - 9.8%

City

Ab.
freq.

Ad. freq .
(%)

Value

Ab.
freq.

Ad. freq.
(%)

Value

Ab.
freq.

Ad . freq.
(%)

3

1:3.6
0.0
9.1
4.5
9.1
13.6
18.2
18.2
9.1
4.5
0.0

0
l
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

3
0
2
l
5
3
2
5
l
2
0

12.5
0.0
8.3
4.2
20.8
12.5
8.3
20.8
4. 2
8.3
0 .0

0
l
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

0
2
0
2
l
l
0
4
4
2
0

0.0
12.5
0.0
12 .5
6.3
6.3
0.0
25 . 5
25.5
12.5
0.0

0

-

2
l
2
3
4
4
2
l
0

22

-100.0

High - 13.6%
Med. - 50.0%
Low - 36.4%

High: a score of 8 or more
Med .: a score between 5 and 7
a score less than 4
Low:
Higher scores - more knowledgeable
Highest possible = 10
Lowest possible = 0

County

-

--

-

24

100.0

16

High - 12.5%
Med. - 41.6%
Low - 45.9%

-100.0

High - 38 .0%
Med. - 31.8%
Low - 30.2%

.<>

0
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edge categories.

Here it can be seen that the Federal, and County

groups had the most percent in the "h igh" category (31.4 and 38.0, respectively), while the Private and City samples both had very small percentages in this category (13 . 6 and 12.5 percent, respectively) .

This

finding was also upheld by Hypothesis 5, discussed later in this chapter.
Likert (1961) made the observation that effective personnel have a
greater awareness of the organization under study.

Thus, the implica-

tion of federal and county agencies being more knowledgeable (aware) of
Division objectives and responsibilities means that they may make more
effective suggestions to the Division.

If this is the case, then in

order to maximize effective suggestions, private and city personnel must
also become more knowledgeable (aware) of Division objectives and responsibilities.

This is the case if, in fact, the Division is actually

seek ing participation.
Thus, it can be seen that the average amount of knowledge does vary
between groups, although it was seen that these differences did not relate significantly to the type of communication.
Hypothesis 3.

The greater the degree of participation with the

Division, the greater the knowledge of the Division's objectives and
responsibilities.
Again, an ANOVA test was chosen to test the relatedness of the two
variables.

The knowledge variable was given an average score, and was

then compared to the five degrees of participation for each of the four
activities.

Only for one activity, goals, were the results significant,

indicating a relationship between participation in goals and the average
amount of knowledge of Division objectives and responsibilities.

The

significance was, however, in the direction opposite that expected.
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Table 7a shows that the mean for Placat ion (.413) was act ually l ower than
the population mea n (.5691).

The two middle degrees (Informing and Co n-

sultation) actually had means greater than the population mean of .5691
(.665 and .605, respectively).

Tables 7a-d show the results from the

ANOVA test run on Hypothesis 3.

Table 7a.

Relationship between degree of participation and average
amo unt of knowledge of Division objectives and responsibilities, for goalsa

Degree of participation
Entire population
Nonparticipa tion
Informing
Consultation
Placation
Partnership/delegated
power

n
110
42
26
22
8

. 5691
. 505
.665
.605
.413

.2403
.246
. 157
. 219
. 442

12

.625

. 114

F

d. f.

Conclusion

3. 1592*

4,105

Reject Ho

*Significant at .05 l eve l.
aAll age ncies together.

Table 7b.

Relationship between degree of participation and average
amount of know l edge of Division objectives and responsibilities, for budgets a

Degree of participation
Entire population
Nonparticipation
Informing
Consultation
Placation
Partnership/delegated
power
aAll agenc ies together.

n

x

110
88
11
6
2

. 5691
.559
.627
. 517
.800

. 2403
.251
. 185
.223
.141

3

.600

. 100

F

d. f.

.737 5 4,105

Conclusion

Fail to reject
Ho a = .05
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Ta ble 7c.

Relationship between degree of partic i pation and av era ge
amo unt of knowledge of Divi s ion objectives and respo nsibilities, for development pl ansa

Degree of partic ipation
Entire populat ion
No nparticipation
Informing
Cons ultat ion
Placat ion
Pa rtnership / de legated
power

n

x

F

110
45
29
23
6

. 5691
. 531
.569
.578
. 717

. 2403
.275
.200
.235
. 256

7

.657

.098

1.0937

d. f.

Conclusion

4,105 Fail to reject
Ho a ; .05

aA ll agencies together.

Table 7d .

Re l at ionship between degree of participation an d average
amoun t of knowl edge of Division objectives and respons ibilities, for operating programsa

Degree of part icipation
Entire populati on
Nonparticipation
l nfo rmi ng
Consultation
Placation
Partnership/ dele ga ted
power
aA ll age ncies t ogether .

n

x

11 0
55
19
20
6

. 5691
. 536
.63 7
.530
.783

10

.570

s

F

.2403
. 259
.186
.2 25 2. 03 11
.098
.254

d. f .

Conclusion

4,105

Fai 1 to rej ect
Ho a ; .0 5
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Hypoth esis 4.

The location of a res pondent's home office within

the s tate will influence the amount of contact he has with other recreat ion agencies.
To test this hypothesis, contact scores were averaged by dividing
each i ndi vi dua 1 's score by 10 (there were 10 agencies with whom the
res pondent could be in contact).
one test for each group (agency).

An ANOVA was run on this hypothesis,
The res ul ts are shown in Tab l es 8a- d.

None of the tests were significant; therefore, it was concluded that
there is no relationship between a respondent's l ocatio n and the (average)
amount of contact he has with recreation agencies.
As an extension of this hypothesis, it was felt that the more
Division-managed recreation areas there were in each Distri ct, the
higher a person's or group's average contact score would be.

Actua ll y,

they were the inverse of that expected, as in the case of the Federal
samp l e (where Districts 1 an d 3, with only two and four Division -managed
recreation areas respectively, actually had higher contact means than
Districts 6 and 8, each with 10 areas).

The City samp l e also showed a

similar phenome non, where all of the contact means were high.

The same

held true for the County samp le.
The test involved the two districts with t he most Division-managed
recreation resources (Districts 6 and 8) compared with the two districts
with the fewest resources (Districts 1 and 3) to see if average contact
scores would vary according to whether an area had many or few Divisionmanaged areas.

A t-test was used in this case.

Table Be shows there-

s ults of the test.
Because of the small sample sizes in some of these distri cts, it
was only possible to run tests on the Federal and Private samples.
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Table Sa.

Relationship between the respo nd ent's home office and his
average amount of contact with r ecreation agencies, for
Federal personnel

Locationa

F

n

Entire population 51
District 1
3
District 2
l
District 3
9
District 4
6
District 5
6
District 6
ll
District 7
8
District 8
7

1.103
l. 167
l. 200
1. 256
l. 217
1.117
.936
1. 138
.986

.382
.306
***
.482
.147
.360
.284
.566
.348

.673

d. f.

7,3

Conclusion

Fail to reject Ho
a = .05

as ee Appendix A for a map of Utah marked with the District and with
Division-managed areas.

Table Sb.

Relationship between th e res pondent's home office and his
average amount of contact with recreation agencies, for
Private personnel

Location

n

x

Entire population 22
.918
District l
3 .933
District 2
2 .700
District 3
4 1. 400
District 4
3 l . 400
District 5
4 . 800
District 6
l
.500
District 7
4 .575
District 8
.200
l

.628
.833
.000
. 616
.656
.424
***
.690
***

F

d. f.

l . 907

7,14

Conclusion

Fail to reject Ho

a = .05
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Tab l e Be.

Relationsh ip betwee n the respondent's home office and hi s
average amount of co ntact with recreatio n age nci es, for
City personnel

Locat ion

Entire pop ulation 24
District 1
0
District 2
2
District 3
3
Distri ct 4
5
District 5
3
District 6
5
Distri ct 7
2
District 8
4

Table 8d.

s

n

1.200

.440

1.550
.967
1. 200
1. 233
1.400
1.150
.950

. 212
.513
. 367
.0 58
.464
.354
. 705

d. f .

F

.683

6,17

Conclusion

Fail to reject H
0
a = .05

Relationship between the r espo ndent's home office and hi s
average amount of contact wit h recreation agencies, for
County personnel

Location
Entire popu lation
District l
District 2
District 3
District 4
District 5
District 6
District 7
District 8

n
16
l

3
l
3
l
3
2
2

x

s

1.400
1.600
1.633
l. 300
1.100
.800
l. 567
1.800
1. 100

.425
***
.208
***
. 173
***
.980
.283
. 283

F

d. f.

Conclusion

l. 260

7,8

Fail to reject Ho
a = .05
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Tab l e Be.

Re lat onship of the ave ra ge amount of contact with th e two
Distr cts with the fewes t Di vi s ion- ma naged areas and the
two D stricts with the mos t are as
Districts 6, 7

Districts 1, 3
Age ncy

-a
X

sdb

n

Federal

-.089

.297

Pri va tea

**

City
Countyb

t

x

Sd

n

t

12

-.278

-.05

1.44

18

-.278

**

**

**

**

**

.967

.410

3

1.150

.45

. 39

9

1.150

**

**

**

**

**

**

**

Conclusion:

Fail to reject Ho

**

a = 0.5

aMean for each di~trict grouping.
bst andard deviation for each district grouping.
CThere was only 1 person reporting from both Districts 6 and 8, and
~here f o re, no standard deviation(s) was computed.
There was only 1 person reporting from Districts 1 and 3, and therefore
no stand ard deviation(s) was computed .
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Howe ver, in both cases the relationships were shown to be significant,
showing that not only does locat ion in the sta te not influence the average amount of contact, but that contact is not influenced by the number
of rec r ea tion resources in the area.
Hypothesis 5.

The location of a responde nt' s home office within

the state will influence the amou nt of knowled ge a person has about the
Division's object ives and responsibilities.
Beca use the location variable was meas ured on a nominal basis and
the knowledge variable was interval-level, an ANOVA test was used to
test the null hypothesis that location has no influence on the amount of
knowledge a person has.

Tables 9a -d show the results of this analysis.

Aga in, the know ledge score was comp uted as average know ledge.
Although al l of the results turned out to be not significan t, there
is a rather definite difference in the means for certain districts.

In

this case, where a 1.00 was the hi ghest poss ibl e score, a mean score of
l ess than .50 was considered low, a med ium score would fall between .50
and .799, and any score more than, or equal to, .8 was considered as
high.
By examining the mean sco res (i) in Tables 9a-d, one can see that
federa l personne l all scored in the medium range, with the highest means
falling right at the . 7 score (Districts 2 and 8).

On the other hand,

for the private personnel, four Districts (Districts, 2, 3, 4, and 7)
fell in the "low" category.

This would indicate a lack of knowledge of

Division objectives and responsibilities for the persons in these areas
(see Appendix B for a map of the Districts).

Also, the mean for the

ent ire population was low (.4864) as compared to the federal population
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Table 9a.

Relatio nship betwee n the resp ondents' location s and the
average amo unt of knowledge , for Federal perso nnel

Loca tion

n

Entire popula tion 51
District l
3
Di s trict 2
l
District 3
9
Distr i ct 4
6
6
District 5
District 6
11
District 7
8
District 8
7

Tab le 9b.

x

s

.647
.567
. 700
.656
.683
.633
.600
.633
. 700

. 171

. 231
***
. 159
. 133
.082
. 23 7
. 220
.100

F

. 343

d. f.

Con clus ion

7,43

Fa il to reject Ho
a = .05

Relationship between the respondents ' locations and the
average amount of knowledge, for Private personnel

Location

n

Entire population 22
District l
3
Distri ct 2
2
District 3
4
District 4
3
District 5
4
District 6
l
District 7
4
Di s trict 8
l

x
.486
. 667
.350
.425
.433
.500
.500
.475
.600

.269
.252
. 212
.386
. 153
.337
***
.340
***

F

d. f.

.255

7, 14

Conc lu sion

Fail to reject Ho
a = .05
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Table 9c.

Relationship between the respondents' locations and the
average amount of knowledge, for City person nel

Location

n

Entire population 24
Distr i ct 1
0
District 2
2
District 3
3
Distri ct 4
5
Distr i ct 5
3
District 6
5
District 7
2
District 8
4

Table 9d.

x
. 479

.267

.900
.367
.540
. 300
. 540
. 650
.475

.636
. 351
. 195
.36 1
. 25 1
.07 1
. 171

F

d. f.

. 465

6,17

Conc lus i on

Fai 1 to reject Ho
a = . 05

Relatio ns hip between the respondents ' l ocations and t he
average amount of knowledge , for County person nel

Location

n

Entire population 16
Di st rict 1
1
District 2
3
District 3
1
Distri ct 4
3
District 5
1
District 6
3
District 7
2
Distri ct 8
2

x
. 593
.500
.833
.300
.400
.700
.800
.550
.400

s
.272
***
.058
***
.361
***
.1 00
.212
.424

F

d. f .

1. 335

7,8

Conclusion

Fail to reject H0
a = .05
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mean of .6471.

However, the relative size of the samp l es could influ-

ence these means.
In the city sample, the means were widely scattered, ranging from
.9 (h i gh) to . 3 (low).

The entire population mea n of .4792 was s lightly

lower than that of the private personnel samp le.

Any attempts to raise

the knowledge level in these areas should be aimed at all publics in
all the areas, but specifically at those s ubsamples showing low sco res.
As was seen in Table 7a, participation in goals was related to the average amount of knowledge.

Perhaps by in creas ing this participation in

goa ls (more than levels 1 and 2 to l evels 4 and 5) the know l edge scores
wo uld al so rise .

Additional study would be needed in order to determine

if such a change did indeed t ake place over time.
Al though the county personnel sampl e had on ly 16 respondents , which
could very well influence the means, there were two distri cts scoring
.8 or more (Districts 2 and 8).

The entire population mean of .5938

was not much smal ler than the Federal population means, indicating that
these two groups probably have the highest average knowl edge scores
(see al so Hypothesis 2, and Table 6).
Hypothesis 6.

The type of age ncy (federal, private, city, cou nty)

a person works for will influence the amount of knowledge he ha s about
the Division.
Th e knowledge score was aga in computed as an average knowledge score.
An ANOVA test was again run beca use the type of agency variable was measured on a nominal basis.

The null hypothesis was that the means for

average know l edge for each agency were the same, that no one age ncy had
a hig her knowledge score than the others .
results.

Table 10 shows the ANOVA
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Table 10.

Relationship between the type of agency and the average
amount of knowledge of Division objectives and responsibilities
n

-a
X

113

. 5726

. 2391

Federal

51

. 647

. 171

Private

22

.486

.270

City

24

.479

.267

County

16

.549

.272

Agency type
Entire population

;~!~~~f~~~n~/\ :~6 ~~~:i:
bstandard deviation of scores.

F

4.1955*

d. f.

3,109

Conclusion

Reject H0
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In this case, the results were significant, indicating a significant
difference between the means of the four groups.

By exami nin g Table 10

it is seen that the entire population mean is .5726.
County samples had means larger than .5726.

Both Federal and

The same differences were

see n 1vhen average knowledge scores were compa red to the respondents'
locations (Hypothesis 5):

Federal and County sample means were both

greater than the Private and City sample means; and by Table 6, where it
is seen that Federal and County groups both have more perce ntages in the
"high" knowledge category than do Private and City groups.

Therefore, it

can be seen that if knowledge scores are to be improved, the main thrust
must come at the City and Private le vels, although the Federal and co unty agencies certainly should not be disregarded.
Hypothes is 7.

The more a person is in contact with many recreation

agencies in the state, the more he will know about the Division, the
major supplier of recreation in the state.
Again, both contact and knowledge scores were computed as average
scores.

To test the hypothesis, a Pearson correlation was used.

ll shows the results of the analysis.

Table

Unfortunately,' the sample sizes

were quite small, requiring large correlation coefficients in order to
obtain statistical significance.
not substantial had to be ignored.
moderate relationship.

Thus, any real relationship which was
However, only one r showed even a

The data did not support the hypothesis.
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Table ll .

Pearson correlations relating average contact with average
knowledge of Division objectives and responsibilities
Average knowledg e with average contact, by agency
Federal

Private

City

County

-. 033

-.074

.218

.051

.001

.005

.047

.002

n

51

22

24

16

Significance

NS

NS

NS

NS

r
r2
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CONCLUSIONS
Implications of the results of this study are probably the most
useful from the standpoint of improving participation in Division
decision- making, which has been associated here with effectiveness.
Divis i on personnel can see which groups they are reaching, and what
factors are linked to lower levels of participation.
Hypothesis l.

The degree of participation with the Divi sion will

be influenced by the type of communication with the Divis ion.
Degree of participation and type of communication would be expected
to be related, since the two are tightly interwoven and interdependent.
If communications are poor, for example, it seems logical to assume
that participation in Division affairs by all groups would also suffer,
since it is highly dependent upon communication channels.
That a relationship - does exist between degree of participation and
type of commun i cation opens up the possibility of increas i ng Division
effectiveness through attention to communication practices.

App li cation

of higher-order communication types (direct or two-way, direct and twoway) is expected to improve the degree of participation in Division
affairs.

The Division is expected to benefit from this added input by

their in crease d ability to know what other agencies feel, think, and
want.

Also, there could be increased numbers of ideas for Division

management to choose from, increas ing the chances of choosing a better
idea , or at least one more pleasing to a large nu mber of publics.
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In order to imple ment higher degr ees of participation, or any degree of participation (assuming that there was none to start) it is
necessary that the Division desire and feel they need participation.
Otherwise, it becomes a time-consuming, expensive public relations job
in which people/agencies might not want to participate as they see it
as a waste of time.
More two-way and direct communication lines are implemented by
spending the time and money it requires to make sure there are feedback
lines (both to and from respondents) that more meetings are set up where
people can meet and see each other, that more letters with invitations
to comment are sent to participants, etc.

It is also necessary that

the Division not only want parti cipation, but that they know how much
they want or can have, and in what areas it should be encouraged .

The

Division would als o have to convince participants that they would listen
to what was said, that they actually wanted true participation.
It is to be understood, however, that there are limitations to the
use of the data.

One major limitation for the seve n hypotheses was the

sample size, especial ly for the Co unty group with n ; 16.

The sma ll

s i ze of all four samples is perhaps a necessary evil, as there simply
are not huge samples of Utah recreation agencies who are in some way
connected with the Division.
A limitation to this particular hypothesis is that perceptions, not
actuality, are being measured.

It i s not actual communication types and

degrees of participation which are being measured,
perceptions of communication and participation.

butt~~

respondents'

Therefore, the re-

sults do not necessarily indicate whether or not communication and par-
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t i ci pation are actually adequate in the Division, even for goa l s or
budgets, or even adequate from the point of view of the Division.
Validity is the term used to refer to this issue.

Validity is the

capabi lity of a test to measure what it is supposed to be measu rin g.

In

this stu dy, where perceptions of actuality comprise many of the variables
being analyzed, the question of whether the tests are valid is difficult
to answer .

Furst (1958) noted that actual records of behavior (actuality)

are preferab l e to interpretations of the same behavior.

Unfortunately,

using perceptions is an indirect, interpretive , method of assess in g
actua 1i ty.

Hov1ever, within the constraints of the present study, it was

the only method available.
Reliability is the term referring to the capability of a test to
produce the same results if administered again to the same population.
In this study, because of the very sma 11 samp 1e sizes, it was not possible to do a reliability test.

Therefore, it would be inappropriate to

state the reliability of these tests, or to say, if they were used again
on the same population, that the results wou l d be at all s imilar.
Hypothesis 2.

The type of communication with the Division influ-

ences the amou nt of knowledge a person has about the Division.
If any group of personnel i s unaware of the Division's objectives
and responsibilities, their communications may be less relevant and more
likely to conflict with the Division, decreas in g the chances for effective participation .

In this case, a series of ANOVA's were used in

order to examine the effects of different types of communication on
the amou nt of knowledge of Division objectives and responsibilities.
The results in all cases were insignificant, meaning that there was
not a relationship between the variables.

As was pointed out in the
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Results chapter, there was a diffe rence in the means; such a difference ,
in fact as to show the inverse of what was expected:

that increased

one-way communication will lead to increased knowledge of Division
objectives and responsibilities .

On ly for the Private personnel was

this not t ru e .
McCool and Traweek (1975) noted that the goals and policies of the
Division were not readily apparent or even well defined.

Vachowski

(1976) suggested a need for better policy (objectives and responsibilities) information dispersal.

Vachov1ski also pointed out the possible

serious deficie ncy that Division goals and policies might not be kn own
to its own field personnel.

It is suggested that if the Division ' s

own personne l are unaware of the goals, then outs i de pub li cs almost
certainly would not know of the objectives and responsibilities.

Per-

haps defining the goals i s as important as communicat i on at this time.
However, whatever t ype of communication which at present i s correcting
this situation perhaps should be continued unt il such a time as a more
effective type can be developed.
It is suggested that the reason for increased one-way commun i cation
causing increased knowledge of the Division is that with the current
state of affairs, th e best the Division can do is simp ly send out in formation concern ing its objectives and r esponsibi liti es.

They may have

neither the time, staff, or budget at present to effect two-way and
direct commu ni cation lines.

If this is the case , it is suggested that

such action be co ntin ued unti l s uch a time as increased two -way and
direct communicat i on lines can be ope ned.
Once agai n, it must be cautioned that there are limita ti ons to
using this da t a.

The sample sizes are small, and one of the variab l es
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being meas ured is only a perception of reality.

Also, the knowledge

variable is not testing the respondent's knowledge of the Division as a
whole, but only of 10 items assumed to be representative of the Division.
By computing absolute and adjusted freque nci es for each group on
knowledge scores, it was discovered that there are large differences
between the groups on the number of people falling in the "high" knowledge area (a score of 8 or more) as compared to the "low" knowledge area.
Thus it was felt that although knowledge of the Division was not tied to
the type of communication, the re were large enough differences in the
fre que ncies to show a definite difference in the knowledge scores.
A possible reason for this could be the levels of government involved.

In all cases involving knowledge, the Federal and County groups

had higher scores than the Private and City groups.

These higher-level

government agencies (Federal an d County) may have more opportunity to be
exposed to statewide organizations (the Division) than would lo ca l ized
groups, such as Private and City agencies.
Hypothesis 3.

The greater the degree of participation with the

Division, the greater th e knowledge of the Division's objectives and responsi bil iti es.
Only in one case out of four was there a significant (a
ference between the five levels of participation.

~

.05) dif-

This was in response

to the activity item of goals, and in this case was in the direction
opposite the expected direction.
The same limitations which applied to Hypothesis 2 al so app ly here;
that is, the sample sizes are small, it is perceptions which are being
measu red, and knowledge is being measured on on ly 10 pieces of information.
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Hy pothesis 4.

The location of a respond ent's home office within

the state wi ll influence the amount of contact he has with othe r recreation agencies.
Again a series of ANOVA ' s were used to t es t this hypothesis.

The

data itself turned out not to be significant, indicating that no relationship exists between a person's location and his amount of contact with
various recreation agencies, as measured in this study.
However, by examining the means for each l ocation, by agency , an
anomaly is seen in both the Federal and Private groups.

In both cases,

Districts 6 and 8 (those l ocations with the most Division-managed areas)
had lower mea ns th an any of the other groups, even those with few Di vison managed areas {Districts l and 3).

The same is true, although less ob -

vious, in the City and Cou nty groups, especiall y when the means for
Districts 6 an d 8 are averaged.

The mea n for these two districts, for

the City samp le, is 1.17, still below 1.200, the mean for the total
pop ulat ion.

For the County group, an average of 1. 33 was obtained, again

less than the population mean of 1.400.

The reason for this inverse

situation, it was felt , was that those people in areas with few recreation resources might feel more of a need to be, and stay in contact
with, recreation agencies than do agencies working out of l ocatio ns
where an abunda nce of recreation resources exists, which co uld create a
feeling of autonomy from the Division.
The li mitatio ns which apply to this hypothes is are that:

the sample

size is fairly small; the l ocat ion variab l e was arbitrarily assigned on
the basis of mu lti-cou nty planning districts, whereas they might have
been better aggregated in a different way, such as accor ding to the
number of recreation areas in the l ocation, or the number of Utah
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citizens residi ng in the area, etc . ; the contact sco re measured contact
with many recreation agencies, whose locations might not have much to do
with the multi-county planning district lines (i.e., these recreation
age ncies are not necessarily spread at random around the state, due to
the fact that most of the people live in only one or two areas of the
state); and finally, from several Districts, only one person responded,
wh ich would have a definite effect on the means.
Hypothesis 5.

The location of a respondent's home office within

the state will infl uence the amount of knowledge a perso n has about the
Division's objectives and responsibilities.
ANOVA 's were used to test this hypothesis, and the null hypothesis
that the knowledge mea ns would be equa l for all locations.
the null hypothesis was upheld.

In this case,

However, as in previous cases, the means

s howed some definite, although not stati stically significant, differences.
For instance, the Federal and County groups , who were "high" on the
knowledge scores in Hypothesis 2, and Table 5, also had the highest population means for the average knowledge scores (.6471 and .5938, respectively) . Both of these were considered to be in the medium range.
Th e Private and City groups, low scorers in Hypothesis 2 and Table 5,
also showed low population means for the average knowledge score {population means of .4864 an d .4792, respectively).

It is felt that these

scores, which correlate with the knowledge scores from other tests, are
due not to the overriding presence of the location variable, but rather
to the influence of the level of government or organization; no matter
where in the state a person is located, if that person works for a
federal or county agency, he is more likely to have a higher knowledge
score than if he worked for a private or city agency.

Possible reasons
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for this have already been discussed in Hypothes is 2.

Further discus si on

may be found with Hypothesis 6.
Data limitations were the same as th ose found in Hypothes i s 4:

the

ex treme ly small samples reporting from certai n areas; and the lo cat i ons
were arbitrari ly assigned.
Hypothesis 6.

The type of age ncy a person works for will influen ce

the amo unt of knowledge he has about the Div ision.
As was expected, the results were significant. In all tests where
know l edge was a var i ab le, and where t he type of agency cou ld be seen,
the Fede ral and County personnel scored higher tha n the Private or City
groups, no matter what the independent variable was.
Th ere fore, it can be see n that the Private and City groups are
rel at ively deficient in this knowledge of Divis ion objectives and responsibi lities.
One poss ible reason for this difference could be the l evel of government involved, where Federal and County age ncies, being higher-level
governmen t than Private and City agencies have had more opportunities to
be ex pos ed to s tatewide agencies (i.e., the Division) than wou ld Private
and· City agencies, which tend to be more l oca lized.

Along th e same lines,

County and Federal agencies tend to cover more area and wou l d thu s probably have more exposure to Division personnel and/or Divi s ion-managed
areas.

Consequently, they wou l d probably know more of the Division.

Another possible reason is that Federal and County agencies may have
pri or reasons to interact with the Division, such as the need to keep
informed of new projects going up in certa in areas where these ag encies
would be affected.

For instance, i f the Division is pl anning to use a

new, smal l reservoir and add camp/picnic sites, federal perso nn el in the
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area would need to be in con tact with Division officials as the new site
may t ake away use from an existing (federal) site, or users may need to
be channeled to the new site, and federal officials need to know the
capacity, etc. of the new site .

Situations such as this would lead to

increas ed exposu re and thus per haps to more knowledge.
Cou nty agencies might face s i milar situations.

Although most

counties by thems elves mi ght not be planning, organizing, or using such
resou rces as would be simi lar to Division resourc es, mu lti-county plannin g districts might.

This could tend to in crea se their exposure to,

and thus their knowledge of, the Division.
If the participation level in Division affairs is in creased, or
even started at all, it could mean in creased monetary dema nds on the
budget, as more man hours would need to be used to organize partic i pa nts.
increased two-way and direct communication would be effected, and more
conflicts could arise as a result of too many people wanting too many
different things and

~1ithout

one interest at hea rt :

fo ll owing Divisio n

policies.
Data li mitations on this hypothesis again concern the small samp le
sizes, where a few very high or very low scores wou ld influence the
entire _popu l at ion mean.
Hypo thesis 7.

The more a person is in contact with many recreation

agencies in the state, th e more he will know about the Di vi sion, the
major supplier of recreation in the state.
A Pearson correlation was used as the test of significance.

Un-

fortunate ly, wi th such sma ll sample sizes, high r's would have been required to obtain adequate levels of s i gnificance.

However, none of the

values met the .05 s i gnificance level; therefore, it was dec ided that
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average amount of contact and average amount of knowledge of Division
objectives and responsibilities were not linearly related.
A major limitation in this hypothesis was the use of a contact
variable that measured contact with many recreation agencies and not
with just the Division, to hypothesize about knowledge of the Division.
t-1any people are not often in contact with many recreation agencies, and
so did not answer the question as fully as they might have, or even left
it blank.

The first caused lower means to be evident, the latter caused

a sma ller number of respondents.
It is suggested to the Division that if they feel that more participation wi l l in crease their effectiveness in decision maki ng, that it is
desired, and that the cost is not too high, then they will need to increase the amount of direct and two-way communication between themselves
and these outside agencies, especial ly with the City and Private agencies.
If participation in goals only is desired, then the Division wil l
need to increase the amount of knowledge of Division objectives andresponsibilities had by certain groups (City an d Private agencies) as it
was seen that increased knowledge of Division objectives and responsibilities was associated with increased participation in goa l s.
If the Division is solely interes ted in increasing the amount of
knowledge of Division objectives and responsibilities, for whatever
reason (such as decreasing the possible number of i nterorganizational
conflicts) it must concentrate its efforts at education on the Private
and City groups, as these consistently were found to have lower know ledge scores than the Federal or County agencies.

Although it was seen

that increased direct and two-way communicat ion was not associated with
increased knowl edge of Divis i on objectives and responsibilities, it
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may be that simply increasing the amount of communicat ion relative to
this education project would help in crease the amount of knowledge.
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UT A H STATE

UNIVERSITY

LOGAN. UTAH 84321

IN STITU TE FOR T H E STUDY OF
OUTDOOR RECREATION AND TOURISM

Appendix A
Cover Letter and Questionnaire

Dear Friend of Parks and Recreation:
Uta h State Univers ity is cooperati ng with the State of Utah in assess in g
the rol es various governme nt age ncies and private firms have in provid in g rec reational serv kes. We would greatly appreciate your comments concerning your
feelings about the role of the Utah Division of Parks and Recreation. The Division i s th e principal state agency with recreation management responsibilities .
You have been chosen as a part of a representative sample of recreation
age ncies and firms.** Si nce only a small sample of people have been asked to
participate, your input is very important to the success of this study.
We have enclosed a questionnaire concerning the roles and goals of the Utah
Divi sion of Parks and Recrea tion. Please help us by completing and returning it
in t he enclosed postpaid envelope.
Pl ea se answer each question as candidly as possible. All information will
be str ictly confidential, and results will be tabulated so that no one person
can be identified.
When fini shed, check the questionnaire to make sure there are no unanswered
ques tions. Then place the questionnaire in the enclosed postpaid envelope and
drop it in the nearest mailbox .
I apprec iate yo ur cooperation in this study.
to com plete the questionnaire.

Thank you for taking the time

Sincerely,

rQ\t. r,d( \:t~L{~ I(
Ms . BrandE Faupell
Utah State University
**County Clerks : Please give the questionnaire to the commissioner in charge
of recreation in your county.
BF/mr
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Utah Division of Parks and Recreation
Services, Rol es and Goals
QUESTIONNAIRE
l.

Name of Employer/Agency - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - --

2.

Location of your home town or office location -------------------

3.

How often does your job call for you to be in contact with the following
recreation agencies other than the one you are employed by?
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::0
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rn

rn

10
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""
2.

3

0

.,
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Utah Division of Parks and Recreation
Utah Department of Natural Resources
Utah Outdoor Recreation Agency
Local Recreation and Parks Department
Bureau of Land Manag ement
Forest Service
National Park Service
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation
Bureau of Reclamation
Private Recreation organiz ations
4.

Of what level of importance is it to you in your private enterpri se or
agency to be in contact with the Utah Division of Parks and Recreation?
(l) Very Important
lmporta nt

(2) Somewhat Important _ _
(4) No opinion

(3) Not
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5.

Which of the following programs are the responsibility of the Division
of Parks and Recreation?
(l)Yes (2)No
(J)Don't Know
Historical Preservation
Natural Area Preservation
Administration of Wilderness Areas
Enforcement of Boating Laws
Enforcement of Snowmobile and ORV Laws
Administration of Land and Water
Conservation Fund Program
Managing National Parks and Monuments
Offering camp i ng facilities
Administration of Wildlife Management
Areas
Administration of State Scenic and
Recreational Rivers System
6.

When engaged in long-range planning, how important do you feel are the
following as goals, or procedures, for the Utah Division of Parks and
Recreati on? (Check those categories whic~ apply)
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provide more driving for pleasure
provide more bicycling
provi de more walking areas
provide more swimming
provide more golfing
provide more fishing
provide more basketball (playing)
provide more jogging
provide more picnicking
provide more hiking
attract resident recreationists
attract tourists
law enforcement
allow private enterprise to offer
services within the park
provide more recreation parks
provide more natural parks
·provide more historical parks
provide more intepretive trails and
facil itfes
provide more museums
get more land while they can even
though ft won't be developed
for a few years
(continue on to the next pa~

0
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....
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develop present holdings first
preserve state cultural heritage
preserve wilderness
a State Park in every county
develop parks closer to population
preserve unique areas
develop more parks in outlying areas
provide more areas for use with advance
reservations
provide more horseback riding
provide more trailbiking
provide more camping
provide more boating
provide more snowmobiling
provide more river running
provide more skiing
provide more target shooting
provide more 4-wheeling
provide more water-skiing
other opportunities needed:

7.

What do you feel is your agency's role in recreation as it concerns Utah?

8.

How does your agency's role differ from ·the one you perceive the Utah
Division of Parks and Recreation to hold?

9.

What are some of the problems you perceive within the Utah Division of
Parks and Recreation?
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Read t he following description of choices for questions 10-13, then read the
ques tions . Then check each choice as you feel appropriate.
a.

b.
c.
d.

e.

10.

In your relationship with the Utah Division of Parks and Recreation,
as regards goa 1s, you or your agency's i nfl uenc'e can best be described
as : (see the following choices)
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

11 .

Non- participation
Informing
Consultation--Placation
Partnership/Delegated Power

In your relationship with the Utah Division of Parks and Recreation,
as regards develoP(ent plans, you or your agency's influence can best
be described as:
see the following choices)
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

13.

Non-participation
Informing
Consultation--Placation
Partnership/Delegated Power

In your relationship with the Utah Division of Parks and Recreation,
as regards b{dgets, you or your agency's influence can best be dessee the following choices)
cribed as:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

12 .

Non - participation (you are totally uninvolved with the Divis ion of
Parks and Recreation and /or its decision-making process).
Informing (the Division of Parks and Recreation simply informs you
of changes or decisions made affecting you or your agency).
Consultation (the Division of Parks and Recreation asks for ¥our
opinion, but you aren't sure thatyouropinion will be heeded).
Placation (you may advise, but the Division of Parks and Recreation
has the ultimate right to decide) .
Partnership/Delegated Power (you and the Division of Parks and
Recreation are both working on a project and/or you both have
some say about a project).

Non-participation
Informing
Consultation--Placation
Partnership/Delegated Power _ _

In your relationship with the Utah Division of Parks and Recreation,
as regards operating pro~rams, you or your a~ency's influence can best
be described as: (see t e follow i ng choices)

~

a)

b)

c~

(d
(e

Non - participation
Informing
Consultation--Placation
-Partnership/Delegated Power
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14 .

Do you feel that your or your agency's communication with the Utah Division of Parks and Recreation is: (check as many as apply)
(a)

2-way:

there is a feedback channel from you back to
the Division.

(b)

1-way:

no channel is provided for feedback. The information is from the -Division to you but not
vice.- versa·.

(c)

1-way:

the information · is from you to the Division but
not vice-versa.

(d)

Direct:

face-to-·face communication, meetings, letters
with invitations for comments, newspaper
announcements.

(e)

Other (describe)

(g)

No contact or communication with the Utah Division of
Parks and Recreation.

Thank you for your cooperation. Please put the questionnaire in the postpaid envelope and drop it in the nearest mailbox.

Appe ndi x B
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Multi-C ounty Planning Districts i n Utah, l'lith Di vision - Man ag ed Areas
BOX ELDER
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[]Divi s i on- managed areas.
Source :

"Utah 's State Park System,"
t i on, June 1976.

Utah Divis ion of Parks and Re c rea -
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Appendix C
List of Cities and Towns Included in the Samp l e
American Fork

Midvale

Beaver City

Moab

Bicknell

Monticello

Blanding

Murray

Boulder

Nephi

Bountiful

Ogden

Brigham City

Orem

Cedar City

Panguitch

Delta

Price

Duchesne

Provo

Ephraim

Richfie ld

Escalante

Roosevelt

Fill more

St. George

Green Ri ver

Salt Lake City

Henrieville

Spanish Fork

Huntington

Springville

Ka nab

Tremonton

Layton

Vernal

Logan

Wendover

Manti

West Jordan

Marysva le
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